ECONOMIC HISTORY
apparent that the whole outlook of Englishmen had been
radically changed by the years of disorganization and
freedom. The Company had achieved its purpose in dis-
placing the Hansards from their privileged position x and in
securing a foothold on Hanseatic territory ; but it was not
allowed to retain undisturbed possession of the fruits of
victory. Its right was challenged by other Englishmen;
and the struggle for national economic independence in the
sixteenth century yielded place in the next century to a
domestic conflict between a highly-organized corporation
and a pertinacious body of ' free traders'. Although the
contest wore the appearance of a fight for ' free trade', we
shall endeavour to show that its inspiration and driving
force came from another direction2. But, first of all, it is
necessary to describe the constitution of the Company and
the extent of its trade, if the issues involved in the contro-
versy are to be viewed in their proper aspect.
Their con- The basis of the Company's authority was the charter
solution. grante(j by Elizabeth in 15643 incorporating it as ' one
perpetual fellowship and body politic '. The charter defined
its constitution and provided the framework for its ' laws,
customs and ordinances', which were subsequently ' col-
lected and digested* by John Wheeler, secretary and
historian of the fellowship *. These ordinances can best be
considered under four heads, accordingly as they relate to
the government and membership of the Company, and its
social and trading regulations.
1 The Hanse towns approached the Long Parliament in 1641 with a
request for the restoration of their' ancient privileges ', stating that by the
inequality of customs the English merchants had engrossed the whole
trade, both outward and inward : Hist. MSS. Comm., iv. 62.
 *	Infra, p. 249.
 *	Supra, p. 199. For earlier charters, see supra, vol. i. 571-572.  In 1579
the Company petitioned to be incorporated by the name of ' Merchants
Adventurers of England": Hist. MSS. Comm. Salisbury, ii. 295.
 *	Of Wheeler, Alderman Hoddesdon (governor of the Merchant Adven-
turers) wrote to Cecil in 1602—" The man is wise and honest, hath a sharp
sight and quick conceit to prevent any mishap, is of good estimation and
long acquainted with the manners of the Netherlanders.   He hath their
language, Latin and French as perfect as English, with a good taste of
Italian and Greek.   He is not sparing of his pen, hath good advertisements
from Prague, Cologne and other places of far remote matters ": Hist. MSS.
Comm, Salisbury, xii. 390.

